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Doctor in El-Ain, UAE, qualifications and requirements.We are looking for an experienced

Doctor to join our El-Ain based team. The successful candidate will be responsible for

providing high quality medical services to our patients. They should be an excellent

communicator, possess good organizational skills and have the ability to work independently as

well as with a team.The successful Doctor will need to provide efficient medical care for

patients of all ages and backgrounds, including diagnosis, treatment, and follow-up care. They

must also maintain accurate medical records and ensure all information is up to date. In

addition, they will be required to assess the medical condition of patients, order tests when

necessary, analyze test results and diagnose illnesses or injuries.The successful candidate

will also need to provide education about health and lifestyle changes that can help improve

the patient's overall health. They must also refer patients for specialist treatment when

necessary.Benefits of Working with Us:• Competitive salary• Opportunities for career

advancement• Ongoing professional development• A friendly working environment• Flexible

working hoursQualifications & Requirements:• Bachelor’s Degree in Medicine or related field•

Current license from the Health Authority in El-Ain is essential• At least three years of experience

as a Doctor in a clinical setting• Excellent verbal and written communication skills• Ability to

work independently and with a team This job has no reviews yet. You can be the first! Packer

for a warehouse in Toronto�FREE ACCOMMODATION AND FLIGHT TICKETS� 2510-3430

$2 days ago1200 $Poland (Wroclaw)09-04-2024 Packer for a warehouse in Dubai�FREE

ACCOMMODATION AND FLIGHT TICKETS� Users also frequently search in these

cities:Subscribe to our telegram channel @layboard_in
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